Lessons we can learn from ecological biosafety research.
The last decade has seen an increasing number of biosafety related publications focusing on transgenic organisms. Recent extensive field studies suggest that harmful laboratory effects on non-target organisms rarely occur in the environment. Moreover, biosafety studies typically show no difference in hybridisation between genetically modified plants (GMPs) or non-GMPs and related wild species. Since risk is a product of both exposure and hazard, biosafety research should clearly not only target gene flow exposure but specifically concentrate on expected hazards emerging from successful transgene flow to wild relatives of GMPs. Generally, transgenic plants behave in an ecologically similar manner to non-GMPs if the modified trait confers a neutral advantage under environmental or experimental conditions. However, GMPs perform better than non-GMPs if the new phenotype is challenged by conditions ecologically advantageous for the modified trait. Since biosafety research is a laborious process it will have to concentrate resources on thoughtful, thorough experiments, and target ecologically 'riskier' organisms. So far, we have no evidence that the use of GMPs contradicts sustainable agriculture and nature conservation per se.